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Eq. (1.6): the RHS should be 2, not 4. 27 In Fig. 7 .30, replace j = N with j = J.
396-7
Replace all text beginning after first paragraph in "Black surface enclosures" and ending above Section 7.9.6 with: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Finding the total absorbed radiative flux on nongray-diffuse surface dAk then reduces to finding the value of the final integral in Equation 7.65. In reverse Monte Carlo, this is done by again determining the weighted energy of the absorbed incident bundles, assigned by following the reverse bundle paths. Now, however, the energy carried by the bundle is complicated by the interreflections among the diffuse surfaces along the bundle reverse history ( Figure 7 .31); that is, the radiosity of each surface j must be taken into account. The reverse path is followed by initiating the reverse path for N absorbed bundles on surface k as for the black case, except that a wavelength must also be assigned to the bundle through Equation 7.52, or for the nongray-diffuse surface k: 
